
Dear Seward, 	 4/30/75 

While slowly I'm recovering my stamina is not great. Clad $o get your fine letter 
to haods and your note. 

I have what is supposed to be but can be the complete spectres and NAB. We are 
not aatisfied, will be in court (without me) Fridey for a calendar hearing, have asked 
for whitten assurances that we have been given low0 and not received them, so the 
future is uncertain. We plan to use aisoovery if necessary. The only carbon I can think 
of is of a long memo I'm doing for TL. If I have no spare copy I'll lend it to you. 

I have the 1/22/64 session. You'll want that. Ditto Memo ofTransfer. 
I appreciate your offer to promote my work but when by radio in particular the 

time is often too short. Push your own with our blessing and hopes. 
I got a message to WI'IL. If you don't hear, let me know. The Dallas station 

(one of largest) will call you another time. And I think I've arranged from WSM, 
Memphis, to do it with you. But that is a midday program. 

I had en unreviced draft of a Sheep-and-goats speech for the RIZ student bar 
symposium but was so sick Leear read it for me. I don't think you want to take time 
for it now. I didn't lay 'em all out but I made a good start. The reception was better 
than I'd hoped. Several,ofte sponsors who were originally aghast phone to express 
long approval last night. (Same skunk turned the videotape off as soon as Jim started 
to speak. This also gave him too little light for reading.) 0  

The reaction to my press conference with a fever of 102 vas fantastic. Must have 
been 40 there. ho print press coverage in majors but UPI radio wire and Mutual carried 
stories. All major local radio stations covered, including three nets' outlets. Ohs, 
CBS', used around the clock first day and periodically thereafter for a total of in 
consecutive days! All excerpts from the single taped conference. No single crack, no 
single nasty question. In almost 2 hours. 

I think you should consider not ducking the issue of the self-promoters in any 
promotion of your boak. I'm not saying raise the question. I am suoeesting you consider 
direct and uninhibited honest response to any questions,' about them. 

If when you are in the library you can zeros standard criminahtiets texts on the 
requirements of a complete spectra and NAA test and the capabilities of each it would 
help. a hasn't had time, 

Enjoy Jaworeki! 
Panned summer yet? 

Best, 


